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Chapter 4
The Balkan Refugee and Migrant Corridor and the Case of North Macedonia

Zoran Ilievski, Hristina Runcheva Tasev
Abstract

From its inception the European Union has been a preferred destination for refugees fleeing violence and persecution, as well as economic migrants from all over the world. This analysis explores the political consequences of the mixed migration flows moving from the Middle East, through the Balkans on their way to Central and Western Europe in 2015–2016. In addition to the refugees from the Syrian war, displaced persons originating from other parts of the Middle East, Africa, Afghanistan, and elsewhere were joined in Greece by migrants and refugees who were previously settled there, mostly unregistered people, outside the official temporary protection and asylum procedures. This migration phenomenon has encouraged nationalist political forces in the Western Balkan region and in the EU to portray it as a threat to national identity and core values, presenting competing visions about the future of the EU itself. Analyzing the extent to which such nationalistic reactions were evident in the countries along the Balkan mixed migration corridor, a particular focus is placed on the case of the Republic of North Macedonia.

Introduction

From its inception, the European Union (EU), especially the countries which are its leading economic and political motors have faced continuous inflows of economic migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. The last large waves of inflows were the people fleeing the wars in former Yugoslavia during the 1990’s. Those ended at the turn of the century, to be followed by a substantial and steady influx of people from the very same region, seeking asylum status, mostly without any justification for political persecution, rather only as attempts to gain residence, access to social protection and the labor market. By the time Germany speeded up the deportation of these persons with full unjustified asylum claims, a new crisis, more substantial and with a higher ‘political explosiveness’ emerged. The years of 2015 and 2016 were marked by a wave of over a million refugees and migrants arriving in the European Union through the Western Balkan Route. Although the old continent has always been an attractive destination for refugees and economic migrants, this last human influx has created unprecedented fears of ‘serious long-term consequences’, inspiring populist political forces to claim that it ‘will change the demographic map of Europe’, especially since these people came from countries outside Europe, the vast majority of them being Muslim. The bulk of this large number of people were refugees which made their journey across the Mediterranean, crossing from Turkey to the Greek islands, as a result of the after-shocks of the war there that shook that entire region. These people were joined within Greece by migrants and asylum seekers who were previously settled there, mostly unregistered people, outside the official temporary protection and asylum procedures. Therefore, hundreds of thousands of Afghani, Iraqi, Pakistani, Sudanese, Eritrean and other economic migrants and refugees, joined a massive mixed migration flow towards Western Europe.

The Balkan mixed migration corridor extended from the Eastern Mediterranean Route going from Turkey through Greece, the countries of former Yugoslavia, continuing through to Hungary in the North and Austria in the West. This route was previously used by displaced persons originating from the Middle East, as well as a substantial number of refugees and migrants originating from North Africa, Pakistan and Bangladesh. It became more intensively used after
the EU visa liberalization for Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia and North Macedonia in 2009–2010, with numbers of people peaking from 2014–2016.

The authors refer to migrants and refugees, two groups that have a different level of assistance and protection under international law. Making a distinction between them is not always a clear-cut process. A refugee\textsuperscript{134} is an asylum seeker\textsuperscript{135} whose claim has been approved. However, the UN considers people fleeing war or persecution to be refugees even before they officially receive asylum. The ‘umbrella term’ migrant can refer to refugees, economic migrants\textsuperscript{136} and asylum seekers. These groups of migrants can overlap, as in the case of this crisis where mixed-migration flows were formed: asylum seekers and economic migrants making their way to Western Europe together.

We place our research focus on the refugee and ‘migrant crisis’ along the Balkan human corridor in the period between September 2015 and March 2016, when the Western Balkan Route was effectively closed, after North Macedonia sealed its designated entry point for these people at the border with Greece, upon the unanimous decision of the EU Council.

The EU itself was at a crossroad, torn between its core democratic values and the protection of human rights, the need to reinforce the area of freedom, security and justice in the Union and the need to counterbalance nationalists whose leaders took stances ranging from advocating for ‘stronger nation-states’ at the expense of a weaker Union, down to outright racism.

This migration phenomenon has encouraged some of the right-wing political actors, as well as others in the region to present it as a threat to national interests, using this momentum to promote nationalistic policies, rallying for the ‘defense of the nation.’\textsuperscript{137}

We place a particular focus on the case of the Republic North Macedonia, presenting an analysis of the implications of the migration crisis in domestic politics, within the wider context of the Balkan mixed migration corridor, which we call the ‘Balkan Human Corridor.’ We analyze the salience of the country’s role as ‘border-keeper’ in this context, along with the responses of its state and non-state actors.

**The State of Play, Initial Policy Responses and Reactions of Civil Society**

The registration process of the people arriving at the improvised southern border crossing to Greece started as late as June 2015. Previously, waves of people had been allowed to enter and leave the country unregistered, in addition to the illegal crossings through other entry points in the country. Therefore, the actual number of refugees and immigrants who entered Europe between 2014 and 2015 is much higher than the official numbers, amounting to an estimated figure of over 1 million people.\textsuperscript{138}

On August 19th 2015, the Government of the Republic of North Macedonia adopted a decision for declaring a ‘state of crisis’ on the southern and northern border of the country, based on the Law on Crisis Management (‘Official Gazette of Republic of Macedonia’ No.29/2005) due to the influx of refugees in the country. With the Parliament’s decision, the crisis was extended until June 2016 and was further extended until the end of 2016 at a session shortly before the unconstitutional dissolution of Parliament. During October 2016, the Government once again decided to extend the declared ‘state of crisis’ until the end of June 2017.

The basis of the national legal framework for the treatment of refugees and asylum-seekers is the Law on Asylum and Temporary Protection, which was adopted in 2003, and amended in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2012, 2015 and 2016 to fully meet high international standards, in line with the EU. The law governs the conditions and procedure for granting and cessation of the right of asylum to an alien or a stateless person, seeking recognition of the right to asylum, as well as the rights and duties of the asylum seekers and persons who have been recognized the right of asylum (Article 1, Paragraph 1), and governs also the conditions under which the Republic can grant temporary protection as well as the rights and duties of persons under temporary protection (Article 1, Paragraph 2). Furthermore, other laws on the various aspects of the treatment of refugees and asylum-seekers include the Law on Social Protection, Law on Foreigners, the Law on Health insurance from 2010 which regulates the healthcare rights of the persons recognized as refugees, and others.

The Law on Asylum and Temporary Protection defines an asylum seeker as ‘an alien who seeks protection in the Republic of Macedonia, and has submitted an application for recognition of the right to asylum, in respect of which a final decision has not yet been taken in the procedure for recognition of the right to asylum’ (Article 3, Paragraph 1) and recognizes refugee as ‘an alien who, after examination of his claim, has been found to fulfil the requirements set out in the Convention of Article 2 Paragraph 1 of the law, that is, a person who owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or his political opinion, is outside the state of his nationality and is unable, or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that state, or who, not having a nationality and being outside the state in which he had a habitual place of residence, is unable, or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it’ (Article 4, Paragraph 1). Persons under Subsidiary Protection are defined in Article 4-a of the law as ‘an alien who does not qualify as a recognized refugee but to whom the Republic of Macedonia shall recognize the right of asylum and shall allow to remain within its territory, because substantial grounds exist for believing that if s/he returns to the state of his/her nationality, or if he is a stateless person, to the state of his previous habitual residence, he would face a real risk of suffering serious harms.’

The main amendments of the Law on Asylum and Temporary Protection, made in 2015 and 2016, were aimed at approximating the law with EU asylum instruments by legislating improvements in the areas of access to territory and asylum procedures, as well as the conditions detaining people that are seeking international protection. Amendments include a procedure for registration of the intention to submit an asylum application at the border, which protects asylum-seekers from the risk of refoulement and allows them to enter and be in the country legally for a short timeframe of 72 hours, before formally registering their asylum application. Therefore, refugees were no longer treated as ‘illegal migrants’ and they, and the people providing them with transport (at a high price) did not have to be on the run from state authorities, making their transit through the country within the 72 hours’ time-frame legal, safe and organized.
Ensuring the rights of asylum-seekers and persons who have been granted the right of asylum is a responsibility of the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy (Article 48 of the Law on Asylum and Temporary Protection). In this regard, in 2008, (North) Macedonia adopted an Integration Strategy for Refugees and Foreigners for the period 2008–2015 and a corresponding National Action Plan (NAP). In this context, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, in partnership with UNHCR, established the Center for Integration of Refugees and Foreigners responsible for facilitation of main activities outlined with the NAP. During the crisis two transit centers were in operation (Vinojug near Gevgelija/the border with Greece and Tabanovce near Kumanovo/the border with Serbia) in addition to the older, already operational reception centers located in Vizbegovo and Gazi Baba in the capital Skopje. It is noteworthy to mention that the 2008–2015 strategy was primarily aimed at facilitating the local integration of Roma, Ashkali and Egyptians (RAE) from the region, who were granted international protection, without special consideration for refugees from outside the region.

In July 2016, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy published a Strategy for Integration of Refugees and Foreigners 2017–2027 and the National Action Plan for Integration of Refugees 2017–2027, which caused a significant domestic political disturbance.

A number of bodies of domestic and international character, including the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), believe that ‘the country does not as yet meet international standards for the protection of refugees, and does not qualify as a safe third country’, and even advises ‘that other states should refrain from returning or sending asylum seekers to the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, until further improvements to address these gaps have been made, in accordance with international standards.’

While the North Macedonian administration attempted to keep out people trying to cross its border with Greece, ‘ordinary citizens mobilized to help the refugees by donating food, clothes and medicines. In the absence of adequate aid or coordinated government support, donations from NGOs and individual volunteers proved life-saving for refugees waiting at the borders.’

‘Legis’ is one of the few civil society organizations working with migrants and refugees in North Macedonia. Mersiha Smailovikj, one of the founders of Legis, provided a complex picture of the situation in the country back in 2015: ‘Macedonia has the dramatic record of 30 migrants hit by trains while walking along the railway lines they used to get their bearings. In most cases it happened in tunnels or on bridges where the victims, even if they saw the train arriving, had no room to get away. As Legis we have been looking for solutions, taking as an example the fact that in Serbia asylum seekers were not dying on the roads because there was a law permitting refugees to travel legally through the country for 72 hours. We applied pressure for the same law to be adopted in Macedonia. From June 19, 2015 a law came into operation authorizing refugees to circulate in the country for 72 hours and use public transport.’ She explains furthermore how the country copes with the situation: ‘In Macedonia, the state does not run the refugee camps (while Serbia has many) or provide aid to refugees – this is only given by non-governmental organizations. Policemen are not paid overtime. Refugee centers are at present empty because the migrants hurry to leave Macedonia. So Macedonia has, in effect, no expenses. It even earns a million Euro a month from tickets the refugees buy, the price of which has recently doubled. Before the migrants arrived, the trains were empty.’
Legis has published a Public Policy Document on Improvement of Access to Rights and Protection of Refugees and Migrants with Focus on Vulnerable Groups where they had presented their work, their expectations and recommendations.149

The North Macedonian President Gjorge Ivanov presented an analysis of the budget costs of the state in the following way: ‘the truth is that Macedonia did not receive any financial assistance from the EU to tackle the crisis, while the insignificant equipment received was largely inappropriate and inadequate for the actual needs. State institutions did not receive anything. The only donations as funds were allocated to international organizations and NGOs for the humanitarian aspect of the crisis. The state has no insight in the money. For the deployment of the army and police only we spend over €1.5 million a month. So far, the Republic of Macedonia has spent about €30 million from the budget. The reallocation of €10 million from the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) funds for 2016, 2017 and 2018 (necessary for European reform of North Macedonia) to deal with the ‘migrant crisis’ speaks of the hypocrisy of Brussels. It is misleading the public that the Union has met our requirements.’

The Helsinki Committee for Human Rights of the Republic of Macedonia in its Annual report for 2018 indicates that:

‘In the Republic of Macedonia, the official number of refugees and migrants present in the camps was relatively low compared to the number of refugees and migrants, men, women and children, traveling on unregulated roads, which has significantly increased compared to last year. Refugees and migrants who travel via unregulated routes are invisible to the country’s protection system and are left solely at the ‘mercy’ of smuggling crime groups or on their own survival instinct. Regarding the actions undertaken by responsible institutions, an improvement has been noted in comparison to the previous years, especially in relation to the detection and prosecution of the smuggling groups operating in the country. However, in certain instances, responsible institutions have continued the already established practices that are contrary to the principles and standards of human rights prescribed in international documents.’150

The Impact of the Migration Crisis on National Politics

Due to the dramatic internal political crisis, the migrant and refugee issue had only a tributary role on the North Macedonian political scene between 2015 and 2016. The beginning of 2016 created conditions for tensions along the Western Balkan Route, especially when the Visegrad Group of countries (Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia), together with Austria and Slovenia decided to close the Western Balkans Route, which prompted North Macedonia to follow by shutting down its designated border crossing with Greece and to construct a fence along the Southern border, following the Hungarian and Slovenian examples. These border closures along the Western Balkan Route gave German Chancellor Angela Merkel some maneuvering space, in light of her isolated political position at home and in the EU, due to her welcoming policies for these large numbers of people.151 Anti-immigrant and islamophobic groups further flared the rise of the populist right in Germany, Austria and Hungary.

The North Macedonian-Greek crossing was in the focus of international attention again in March 2016 when the refugees confronted the border guards at Idomeni, sparking a bilateral diplomatic dispute. Greek President Prokopis Pavlopoulos accused the North Macedonian
authorities of ill treatment of refugees while they were attempting to cut the fence and cross over through the crossing near Idomeni from the Greek side. North Macedonian President Gjorge Ivanov accused Greece of irresponsibly channeling more than a million people, including as Greek Defense Minister Panos Kammenos stated: possible ‘jihadists’ to Western and Northern Europe.

Tensions decreased when the EU officially decided to close the Western Balkans corridor and the EU-Turkey agreement was reached. The number of migrants passing through North Macedonia as a transit country dropped dramatically.

The North Macedonian political scene lacked a substantial public debate during the peak of this crisis because of three main reasons: the domestic context, the cacophony of opposing positions of the two ‘blocks’ of EU countries plus the ones from EU institutions, and public opinion.

The Domestic Political Context

The last North Macedonian political crisis started at the beginning of 2015 with a wiretapping scandal, when then opposition leader of Social Democratic Union of Macedonia (SDSM) and later Prime Minister Zoran Zaev publicly released a large number of secretly recorded phone conversations by the Ministry of Interior, which involved the highest-ranking government officials, including the former Prime Minister and leader of VMRO-DPMNE (Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization – Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unit) Nikola Gruevski. Following an array of lawsuits, large protests and political struggle, the so-called Przino Agreement was reached, with the assistance of the US and the EU. Nevertheless, the internal turmoil continued, reaching its pinnacle on 27 April 2017 when the North Macedonian Parliament was violently stormed by angry protestors, and many members of Parliament from the opposition were physically attacked, while the police was not intervening for several hours. Therefore, the country was in a state of severe political crisis from the end of 2014 until June 2017 when a new Government was formed with Zoran Zaev as Prime Minister, taking the ‘migrant crisis’ out of the stage of prime public interest. Certainly, political opponents used the ‘migrant crisis’ as an opportunity to attack each other but only as attempts to gain public attention as such, rather than manifesting real difference in concepts and ideologies.

The main reason why the theoretically leftist opposition was posturing, rather than actively opposing the government’s and the President’s decisions, was the strong support of public opinion to the so-called ‘protective measures’ taken by the state. These meant facilitating a transit of these people through the country as fast as possible in the first stage, while at the later stages, reducing the inflows of people through quotas coordinated with countries to the North along the route, and finally, shutting down the entry as requested by a joint decision of the EU Council.

Within the country, certain actions were rejected by the opposition simply because the governing party suggested them. The main opposition party at that time, criticized the amending the Law on Asylum and Temporary Protection, claiming it would not solve the problem of abysmal conditions in the refugee centers. However, they did not do more to stop or slow down the parliamentary legislative process on this issue. Furthermore, the opposition criticized the decision to build a border fence in November-December 2015, arguing that it will not
solve the problem, but they did not protest against the building of the fence once construction started, nor did they go against the decision to build another parallel fence in February 2016. When several NGO's were signing a petition demanding that the fence be removed in March 2016, the conservative media accused Zoran Zaev's SDSM of being behind that initiative, a thesis that seems very far-fetched, as the opposition focused its energy on issues that would bring them more fresh votes, rather than possibly inflicting political damage on itself (as the public opinion polls demonstrate below).

The North Macedonian political scene witnessed the migration crisis (2015–2016) as a horizontal political issue on which the government had no substantial political obstacles, across the party spectrum, to manage the transit of migrants along the short corridor. Ironically, the largest political disturbance related to the migrant and refugee crisis occurred well after the peak of the crisis, and it was used by the opposition party VMRO-DPMNE (which was a governing party during the peak of the crisis) mainly as a short-term proxy issue to spur anti-government sentiment, rather than a substantial policy standpoint.

The EU Institutions and the Crisis

Different groups of actors—the European Commission (EC), Germany’s policies (supported by Greece) and the Visegrad group, emitted messages which were conflicting at worst and dissonant at best. This revealed a striking lack of capacity, cooperation and solidarity, as well as necessary communication between the countries along the route. The EC adopted a plan of action for immediate implementation, on how to cooperate, and what to achieve collectively to better manage the flows of migrants and refugees, especially regarding quotas for receiving asylum applicants, reception capacities and border management. However there was serious push-back by the Visegrad group supported by Austria, Slovenia and Croatia.

The migrants did not consider the countries along the Western Balkan Route as their final destination. However, even as transit stops, Western Balkan countries were trying to limit the number of incoming persons, on the request of some recipient countries at the end of the corridor. As the numbers of people coming through the corridor increased, pressure from the latter group of countries increased, ultimately leading to a domino effect of border closures and increasing restrictions on movement. These countries refused to participate in any proposed mechanism for influx management which made a mutually acceptable solution for migrant management by the EU an even more distant prospectus.

Thus, this crisis has created two ‘ideological blocks.’ A part of EU member states supported managed migration, which was a German proposal. The other group stood in support to the ‘Visegrad Four’ that proposed closing borders along the Western Balkan Route.

Hungary at the beginning of September 2015 witnessed thousands of people that were blocked at Keleti train station in Budapest for several days. The Hungarian right-wing government led by Viktor Orban had many attempts to contain and restrain migrants in camps once they entered Hungary. However, the migrants decided to move towards the Austrian border, following the so-called ‘March of Hope’, as people reclaimed their mobility and filled a two-lane motorway marching westward. Throughout just one weekend, at least ten thousand people arrived in Germany as the events in Hungary pushed the German government to declare, on 5 September 2015, that it would not close its borders to those wishing to seek asylum. Subsequently,
buses were organized to shuttle people from Hungary, across Austria, to Germany\textsuperscript{165}. Hungary closed the border to Serbia immediately afterwards, and the migrants were prevented from crossing by a massive fence and an enormous number of security forces. The Hungarian decision to reintroduce border controls forced refugees coming up from Serbia to steer through Croatia which created a politically manufactured humanitarian crisis at the Bapska-Berkasovo crossing on the Serbo-Croatian border in the second half of September 2015.\textsuperscript{166}

The state of crisis in summer 2015 in North Macedonia resulted with measures undertaken by the army that was deployed and in November 2015 began to erect a fence along the border with Greece for limitation of migrant influx. The bilateral tensions between Greek-North Macedonian relations were a reflection of the divisions between the so-called ‘Merkel vs Orban’ positions. They were also reflected at other points of bilateral conflicts along the Western Balkan corridor, such as the Serbian-Croatian tensions.

At the beginning of 2016, the Schengen Area was under intense pressure and some border controls, albeit partially, were restored.\textsuperscript{167} Austria and Slovenia supported the block which advocated for the closure of borders along the Western Balkan Route, receiving support by the President of the European Council, Donald Tusk.

Western Balkan countries increasingly coordinated migrant policy and action, both logistically and politically. In November 2015, Croatia, North Macedonia, and Serbia took their first joint restrictive measure; they began to allow transit only to migrants from Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq. This was a result of Slovenia’s request to redirect migrants from non-war-torn countries back to Croatia.\textsuperscript{168} Restricting the numbers of migrants became a trend at the beginning of 2016 in many countries throughout the EU. Slovenia and Croatia adjusted their policies and introduced restriction on migrants by limiting entry only to those who intend to seek asylum in Austria and Germany.\textsuperscript{169}

Austria put a cap on the number of refugees: it limited the number of asylum claims to 37,500 in 2016, and a total of 127,500 up to 2019. The latter number represents 1.5 percent of Austria’s population of 8.5 million.\textsuperscript{170} Afterwards, Austria decided to limit the number of new arrivals, created a plan for repatriating over 50,000 asylum seekers of three years and to construct new fences along its border with Slovenia. Finally, in February 2016, Austria introduced new measures for limiting the number of asylum applications to 80 per day\textsuperscript{171}, and the number of transits to Germany to 3,200 per day. This measure followed the meeting between the heads of police services of Austria, Croatia, North Macedonia, Serbia and Slovenia in Zagreb, whereby collaboration was reached to significantly reduce migration flow to the greatest possible extent\textsuperscript{172}. This was an introduction to the closure of the Western Balkans Route. At this meeting several other measures were adopted, such as standardization of migrant registration (unification of form and procedure) and allowing entry only on the basis of refugees fleeing war zones and in need of international protection (basically refugees from Iraq and Syria).

Following these decisions, North Macedonia passed new controls that restricted Afghan refugees from crossing its border. As well, Iraqis and Syrians would now be subject to further regulations, which included language tests to try to determine the person’s city, region and country of origin.\textsuperscript{173} North Macedonia explained these heightened measures as a response to the decisions taken by countries further along the route.\textsuperscript{174}
North Macedonia decided to construct a second fence along the border on February 8, 2016. It was positively accepted by the countries of the Visegrad Group that offered their support for the country and sent police forces in late 2015 to the border with Greece, making a paradoxical case of policemen from several EU states protecting a border crossing from the side of a non-EU state from people coming from a EU and Schengen zone state.

Austria hosted a summit in Vienna at the end of February 2016 for the ministers of foreign affairs and ministers of interior of Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, and the Western Balkan countries. Greece was not invited, and in a clear sign of diplomatic protest, it called its Ambassador back to Athens on consultations. Official Athens also added that this meeting was ‘nonfriendly and anti-European’. The European Commission also criticized the restrictions along the Balkan Route ‘as unlawful and contrary to an EU-wide approach.’ Austria’s foreign minister, on the other hand, heavily criticized Germany’s refugee policy, calling it contradictory. ‘Last year, Austria accepted per capita twice as many asylum applications as Germany,’ Austrian Foreign Minister Kurz said, adding that ‘it won’t happen a second time.’

That dramatic period was also marked by a meeting of EU interior ministers in Brussels to discuss the crisis, at which point the EU Commissioner for Migration warned that, ‘the EU has ten more days to reduce the number of migrants or else there is a risk the whole system will completely break down.’ The following days Slovenia capped the number of migrants allowed to enter the country at 580, a step followed by Croatia and Serbia. In the last days of February 2016, there were approximately 500 new arrivals in North Macedonia. The new entry restrictions quickly aggravated the already tense situation at the Greek-North Macedonian border, which culminated in protests on 29 February 2016. Migrants stranded on the Greek side of the border broke the barricade and were quickly barraged with teargas by the North Macedonian police. During the following days the border was entirely closed, giving impetus to the EU-Turkey summit, and the official shut down of the Western Balkan Route, with a unanimous vote of the EU Council.

After the closure of the Western Balkan Route, inflows were significantly reduced. The International Organization for Immigration reported that 172,000 migrants reached Europe by sea in 2017 compared to 363,000 in 2016.

The EU Council’s request for the closure of the North Macedonian-Greek designated crossing point gave the domestic managers of the processes a solid political and societal legitimacy, that they have done an efficient job in implementing an important requirement of the EU, much to the distaste of liberal political and academic circles throughout Europe.

Public Opinion and Media

At the peak of the crisis, in October 2015, a survey conducted by the Institute for Political Research – Skopje (IPRS), showed that the majority of respondents (66.2 percent supported it, while 25.4 percent opposed) supported building a fence on the southern border. Additionally, citizens of North Macedonia evaluated EU’s handling of this crisis as highly negative, as reported by the public opinion poll of the International Republican Institute from January 2016, when 59 percent of the respondents answered that the effects of EU’s handling of the crisis on North Macedonia are negative. That same poll also showed that 28 percent of the respondents thought that the government is providing ‘too much support to refugees’, while
another 37 percent responded that the government support is ‘sufficient.’ According to Balkan Barometer 2017: Public Opinion Survey, only 7 percent of the Macedonians viewed refugees as the most important problem that Southeast Europe was facing at that moment. This is a significant drop, compared to the Balkan Barometer 2016: Public Opinion Survey, according to which 18 percent of the North Macedonians believed that refugees were the most important problem, which was more than four times more than the regional average of 4 percent. In general, the 2017 survey concludes that attitudes towards refugees are less hostile than before.

The regional average shows that the proportion of the population with a negative (40 percent) and a neutral (41 percent) attitude towards refugees is equal. Compared with 2015, when the problem of refugees was significantly more relevant, there has been a change in attitude towards them: the number of those who regard them as a threat to their economy has decreased (from 47 to 40 percent). Nevertheless, according to the 2017 survey, North Macedonia was the only country where a majority of respondents found that refugees had a negative impact on the economy. In North Macedonia, 57 percent of the population gave negative responses to the question ‘What do you think about refugees coming to live and work in your city? Is it good or bad for your economy?’, compared to Albania with 29 percent, Kosovo with 17, Bosnia and Herzegovina with 44, Montenegro with 37, Croatia with 43, and Serbia with 47 percent. Only 8 percent believed that refugees are good for the economy, whereas 29 percent were neutral. In 2015, 66 percent had considered the arrival of migrants to be bad for the economy.

Furthermore, the survey established respondents from North Macedonia as the least supportive of affirmative government action in favor of displaced persons and refugees. Only 47 percent of the respondents from North Macedonia agreed that the Government should provide affirmative measures to promote opportunities for equal access of displaced persons and refugees, whereas this number was 74 percent in Albania, 89 percent in Kosovo, 82 percent in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 75 percent in Montenegro, 67 percent in Croatia, and 71 percent in Serbia. Similarly, only 43 percent supported affirmative measures for displaced persons and refugees when applying for a public-sector job, compared to Albania with 68 percent, Kosovo with 79 percent, Bosnia and Herzegovina with 81 percent, Montenegro with 71 percent, Croatia with 54 percent, and Serbia with 64 percent. Furthermore, North Macedonia had the lowest support for better housing conditions for displaced persons and refugees compared to the other countries of the region. Only 51 percent believed that the Government should do more in order to ensure better housing conditions, compared to Albania with 77 percent, Kosovo with 90 percent, Bosnia and Herzegovina with 84 percent, Montenegro with 72 percent, Croatia with 61 percent, and Serbia with 65 percent.

Such negative public perceptions of migrants and refugees are tied to the characteristics of the country’s political culture, and thus are highly resistant to snap changes. Luckily, North Macedonia does not have significant far-right populist movements which would actively work on spreading anti-migrant sentiments and propaganda.

As Marina Tuneva notes, during this crisis, the media poorly fulfilled its role to publish and broadcast relevant, topical news while also reflecting on the actions of government. ‘Media covered and interpreted the events in ways that revealed deep political divides within their ranks. Reports by outlets on one side of the divide could be seen as legitimizing government policies and helping spread the message that refugees did not belong in the country.’
the other side, several media outlets voiced criticism of the government’s policies towards refugees, while presenting the main problem in the frame of humanitarian crisis and the suffering of the refugees. Human-interest stories in these outlets in effect called for vulnerable groups to be helped. These media to some extent presented the views of civil society, unlike the pro-government media which portrayed NGOs mostly as groups that opposed the government’s efforts to deal with the crisis and contributed to the endangerment of national security. Media in both groups, however, often ran news articles that lacked information needed for a good understanding of the context."185

The Strategy for Integration of Refugees and Foreigners 2017–2027 and the National Action Plan for Integration of Refugees 2017–2027

Ironically, the largest political disturbance related to the migrant and refugee crisis occurred well after the peak of 2015–2016. Namely, the new North Macedonian Government lead by SDSM, i.e., the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy, drafted the Strategy for Integration of Refugees and Foreigners 2017–2027 and the National Action Plan for Integration of Refugees 2017–2027, which were presented to the general public for comments before the final version was approved by the Assembly. According to the Ministry, the Strategy was drafted in coordination with UNHCR and other relevant institutions. It was aimed at dealing with four significant areas for asylum seekers: housing, education, employment, and integration, revising shortcomings of the previous strategy and improving the integration process.

The draft Strategy and Action Plan were met with severe antagonism from VMRO-DPMNE, the leading opposition party. It accused the ruling SDSM of threatening the overall security, the economy and the health system of the country with the permanent settlement of 150,000 to 200,000 migrants on its territory. These strategic documents will mean enormous costs totaling billions of Euros in the next ten years for accommodation and construction of buildings and settlements for migrants. That means enormous costs in the field of employment, social programmes, and funds that North Macedonia does not have any resources for.’ stressed VMRO-DPMNE MP Vlatko Gjorcev, adding that North Macedonia would be transformed from a transit country into a final destination for refugees.186 Furthermore, the VMRO-DPMNE pointed out that granting citizenship to tens of thousands of migrants and their permanent settlement would cause serious distortion of the labour market and significantly worsen the already difficult situation regarding the high unemployment, which has forced many North Macedonian citizens to move to other countries in order to secure work and livelihood.187

The Government categorically disputed these accusations, claiming that VMRO-DPMNE was trying to halt reforms by unfounded accusations and false news. According to SDSM, the Strategy was based on international standards and the Convention on the Rights of Refugees, which North Macedonia has ratified. The party said it had a document that serves as a roadmap and contains no binding acts concerning any ministry or institution. According to SDSM, ‘the draft Strategy, which VMRO-DPMNE is abusing in its attempt to fuel fear and scare the citizens, is just a continuation of the same strategy for the period 2009–2015, adopted by the former government led by VMRO-DPMNE’.188 Furthermore, SDSM pointed out that the number of migrants interested in permanently settling on the territory of the Republic of North Macedonia was negligible. Official statistics support this stance. Namely, the Helsinki Committee recently published a report stating that, in the Republic of Macedonia, in the period from 2015 to June 2017, a total of 2243 requests for granting the right to asylum had been
submitted by 2,717 persons, only five of which had been granted official refugee status, and only 11 subsidiary protection. This shows that North Macedonia is merely a transit country for refugees, and hardly a country of final destination.

The public debate regarding the Strategy and the Action Plan instigated numerous instances of xenophobic hate speech towards refugees, and several civic initiatives organizing citizens petitions against migrants were set into motion. These civic groups were inspired and exploited by political forces in their populist hunt for votes. Furthermore, following the deadline for submitting comments on the Strategy and the Action Plan, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy reported that it had received identical comments from several VMRO-DPMNE-led municipalities, stating that accepting refugees and foreigners in North Macedonia ‘will destabilize the region and the country as a whole.’

The opposition’s disapproval of the Strategy culminated when VMRO-DPMNE filed an interpellation motion against Minister of Labour and Social Policy Mila Carovska, who, according to VMRO-DPMNE, had consulted neither citizens nor municipalities when drafting the strategic documents. The interpellation did not pass in the Assembly. As the local elections scheduled for 15 October 2017 were approaching, twelve VMRO-DPMNE-led municipalities announced their decisions to call for a referendum for the citizens to voice their opinion regarding a permanent settlement of migrants in their respective municipalities. The decisions of the municipalities to hold referendums were annulled by the State Inspectorate for Local Self-Government Units.

It is noteworthy to mention that, even though the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy initially planned for the Strategy for Integration of Refugees and Foreigners 2017–2027 and the National Action Plan for Integration of Refugees 2017–2027 to be adopted by the end of 2017, they have not been approved by the Assembly to this day.

Nationalist Backlashes in the East and West

The crisis has affected national politics along the Balkan migrant and refugee corridor and European politics in general, creating a momentum to present the wave of migration as a threat to national interests and ideals, cultural attitudes, social structures and demographical balance.

As Charles Kupchan states, Europe has ‘historically embraced more ethnic than civic approaches to nationhood, unlike the United States.’ This is clearly visible during the ‘migrant crisis’ when leaders of Eastern European states like Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic have all expressed a strong preference for non-Muslim migrants. Slovakia came out with a statement that it will only accept Christian arrivals and that Muslims should not move to Slovakia because they will not integrate easily with the country’s majority Christian population. This wave of statements was additionally encouraged by Hungary, whose Prime Minister Viktor Orban said that his country did not want to accept Muslim refugees and he did not want to create an impression that Hungary is ready to accept everybody. According to Orban, ‘the moral, human thing is to make clear: please don’t come.’ Poland was one more country in a row that encouraged Syrian Christians to apply for asylum because ‘religious background will have impact on the refugee status applications.’ The selection of migrants based on religion as main criteria is an openly discriminatory policy, and a strong indicator
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The growing nationalism. The issue about Muslim migrants was one of the key topics for debate at national elections, debating on ‘how many people should be accepted’ and what the most suitable EU mechanisms for dealing with the crisis are.

The 2016 French presidential elections were affected by the ‘migrant crisis’, strengthening the position of Marine Le Pen’s National Front. Even incumbent French President Macron stood for controlled migration.

The pressure over this issue made changes to German policies, which initially promoted its ‘welcoming culture’ for the migrant policies. In later stages, in order to avoid the breakup of government ‘due to immigration fight’ with her coalition partner, Chancellor Angela Merkel reached a compromise on immigration policy with Christian Social Union (CSU). The deal proposed new screening at the Germany-Austria border to ‘prevent asylum seekers whose asylum procedures are the responsibility of other EU countries from entering the country.’ A network of ‘transit centers’ would serve as processing points from which ineligible migrants would then be sent back to relevant countries, but only if those countries consent. If those countries do not agree, Germany’s rejected migrants would be sent to Austria, ‘on the basis of an agreement.’ Certainly, this ‘deal’ had to do much more with political maneuvering and crisis public relations than substance. Germany’s so called ‘open door policy’ maintained cautious support at the last elections in 2017, although damaged on its right flank. Chancellor Angela Merkel at her first speech at the beginning of latest mandate said that ‘there is no question that Germany is historically Christian and Jewish. It is also true that Islam has in the meanwhile become part of Germany’, acknowledging that some Germans find that hard to accept.

The Italian elections campaign of 2018 was heavily based on narratives connected to migration and refugees. The former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi claimed that there are 600,000 illegal migrants living in Italy who are a ‘social time bomb’, promising mass deportations. The new Italian government mounted heavy criticism ‘to Brussels’ for the way it dealt with the ‘migrant crisis’, promising to roll back liberal policies and ‘take back control’ over the migration movements through its land and seas.

Generally, the ‘migrant crisis’ has created numerous divisions along Europe. It affected internal divisions in the European states and activated populist parties. After the ‘empty chair’ crisis in 1965 and the Euro crisis in 2009, the issue of these mixed migration flows has created the deepest divisions between EU Member States. The political leaders aimed to preserve the ‘core European values’, disagreeing on the hierarchy of values in need of protection and the methodology how to proceed, even if something is vaguely agreed.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to explore the different historical experience with immigration in post-communist countries compared to Western member states of the EU. After World War II, Western European countries took in large numbers of non-Christian migrants from multiethnic backgrounds, particularly from former colonies. France saw an influx of Algerians fleeing the civil war from 1954 to 1962. In Britain, immigrants arrived from the Indian subcontinent and the Caribbean. In general, from the 1960s onward, the majority migrants to Western Europe came from outside the Continent, including people arriving as guest workers.

Post-communist countries, on the other hand, historically have had fewer migrants of diverse ethnicities, religions and cultures. And since the collapse of the Berlin Wall, there have been no large waves of non-European migrants to Eastern Europe. These circumstances affected.
the population of Eastern Europe to have less contact with people from different ethnic, linguistic, religious and cultural backgrounds, making populist parties sound ‘relevant’ when presenting migrants as a ‘serious threat for the counties and its nations.’ What none of these populists can answer is how their societies will maintain the demographic power for their needed economic and societal development, in the context of their rapidly aging populations and galloping brain-drain towards the West.

The second reason anti-immigration parties have a stronger presence in post-communist Europe is that those parties typically reject liberal social values that are more prevalent in Western member states and instead support Christian-based values. The re-emergence of these values in politics is related to the fall of the communist ideology, a sacred victory for these newly re-established democracies.

As Ivan Krastev says, just three decades ago ‘solidarity’ was the symbol of Eastern Europe. Today it suffers from disappointment, distrust, demography and democracy. He points out that ‘faced with an influx of migrants and haunted by economic insecurity, many Eastern Europeans feel betrayed by their hope that joining the European Union would mean the beginning of prosperity and an end to crisis, while many government leaders fear that the only way to regain political support is by showing that you care for your own, and not a whit for the aliens.’ So, at the core of moral panic provoked by influx of migrants lies fear of Islam, terrorism, rising criminality and a general anxiety over the unfamiliar. In addition to this, as Krastev points out, the demographic panic is one of the least discussed factors shaping Eastern Europeans’ behavior because the alarm of ‘ethnic disappearance’ could be felt in many of the small nations of Eastern Europe.

To paraphrase Krastev, while the issue of large influx of people politically divided Western European societies, the very same issue united many in Central and Eastern European states against the prospects of these people coming to their countries. Whereas one in seven Germans found a way to volunteer or assist the people coming in their country, many of the latter group of countries saw volunteers for the exact opposite.

Conclusions

The ‘migrant crisis’ of 2015-2016 has created numerous internal and external divisions in countries along the corridor, from its starting points, up to the receiving end in Europe. These divisions have been manipulated to the effects of strengthening of populist forces that are threatening the core values of the European Union. The clear divisions among member states of the Union on this issue point to deeper cleavages in political cultures, with strategic consequences, and a continuing cacophony about which political values take precedence, highlighting competing visions for the future of the EU.

These anti-immigration sentiments gave wind in the sails of nationalists in the EU, sending along signals to their Western Balkan counterparts to follow suite. The phenomenon of migration was presented as a threat to national identity, interests and ideals, cultural attitudes, social structures and way of life. Such sentiments and policies, in general, have stronger standing in post-communist countries compared to Western EU member states. This became clearly visible when leaders of Eastern European states like Hungary, Poland, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic all expressed distaste for receiving these people, whereas for the numbers that they would agree to host, a strong preference for non-Muslim migrants was openly displayed.
The (North) Macedonian political scene witnessed the migration crisis (2015–2016) as a horizontal political issue on which the government had no substantial political obstacles, across the party spectrum, to manage the transit of migrants along the short corridor. Ironically, the largest political disturbance related to the migrant and refugee crisis occurred well after the peak of the crisis, and it was used by the new opposition mainly as a short-term proxy issue to spur anti-government sentiment, rather than a substantial policy standpoint.

Regarding the media, as Marina Tuneva notes, ‘very little attention was given to the background of stories or to push factors that were driving the population flows. A paucity of information from state bodies, lack of human resources, and journalists’ lack of specialized knowledge and experience have been mentioned as some underlying causes of these defects ... the capacity of Macedonian media to provide quality journalism in general is hampered by heavy influence from powerful political and economic actors, including the government. These factors, together with the commercialization of the media, combine to worsen the overall very sick state of Macedonian journalism.”

Public opinion which is a reflection of the country’s political culture maintains a frightened and uninformed view on incoming migration, a topic on which all political and societal stakeholders need to address with an honest, analytical and objective approach, breaking harmful stereotypes, prejudice and daily propaganda.
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The primary and universal definition of a refugee that applies to states is contained in Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, as amended by its 1967 Protocol, defining a refugee as someone who: ‘owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it. See more at: https://emergency.unhcr.org/entry/250585/refugee-definition.

An asylum seeker is defined as a person fleeing persecution or conflict and therefore seeking international protection under the 1951 Refugee Convention on the Status of Refugees. In the global context it is a person who seeks protection from persecution or serious harm in a country other than their own and awaits a decision on the application for refugee status under relevant international and national instruments.

According to UNHCR Master Glossary of terms economic migrants are persons who leave their countries of origin purely for economic reasons or in order to seek material improvements in their livelihood. Economic migrants do not fall within the criteria for refugee status and are therefore not entitled to benefit from international protection as refugees.


The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees was adopted on 28 July 1951 by the United Nations Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons convened under General Assembly resolution 429 (V) of 14 December 1950 and entered into force on 22 April 1954. The Protocol of 1967 is attached to United Nations General Assembly resolution 2198 (XXI) of 16 December 1967. They are the critical global legal documents covering the most important aspects of a refugee’s life, defining the term ‘refugee’ and outlining the rights of the displaced, as well as the legal obligations of States to protect them. According to their provisions, refugees deserve, as a minimum, the same standards of treatment enjoyed by other foreign nationals in a given country and, in many cases, the same treatment as nationals. The 1951 Convention also recognises the importance of international solidarity and cooperation in trying to resolve any issues with the status and the legal position of refugees. The Convention defines a refugee as a ‘person who is outside his or her country of nationality or habitual residence; has a well-founded fear of being persecuted because of his or her race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion; and is unable or unwilling to avail him – or herself of the protection of that country, or to return there, for fear of persecution’. The core principle is non-refoulement, which asserts that a refugee should not be returned to a country where they face severe threats to their life or freedom. Convention and Protocol available at http://www.unhcr.org/3b66c2aa10.pdf.
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